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Cortical Motion Perception Emerges from Dimensionality
Reduction with Evolved Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity
Rules
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The nervous system is under tight energy constraints and must represent information efficiently. This is particularly relevant
in the dorsal part of the medial superior temporal area (MSTd) in primates where neurons encode complex motion patterns
to support a variety of behaviors. A sparse decomposition model based on a dimensionality reduction principle known as non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) was previously shown to account for a wide range of monkey MSTd visual response proper-
ties. This model resulted in sparse, parts-based representations that could be regarded as basis flow fields, a linear superposition
of which accurately reconstructed the input stimuli. This model provided evidence that the seemingly complex response properties
of MSTd may be a by-product of MSTd neurons performing dimensionality reduction on their input. However, an open question
is how a neural circuit could carry out this function. In the current study, we propose a spiking neural network (SNN) model of
MSTd based on evolved spike-timing-dependent plasticity and homeostatic synaptic scaling (STDP-H) learning rules. We demon-
strate that the SNN model learns compressed and efficient representations of the input patterns similar to the patterns that emerge
from NMF, resulting in MSTd-like receptive fields observed in monkeys. This SNN model suggests that STDP-H observed in the
nervous system may be performing a similar function as NMF with sparsity constraints, which provides a test bed for mechanistic
theories of how MSTd may efficiently encode complex patterns of visual motion to support robust self-motion perception.
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Significance Statement

The brain may use dimensionality reduction and sparse coding to efficiently represent stimuli under metabolic constraints.
Neurons in monkey area MSTd respond to complex optic flow patterns resulting from self-motion. We developed a spiking
neural network model that showed MSTd-like response properties can emerge from evolving spike-timing-dependent plastic-
ity with STDP-H parameters of the connections between then middle temporal area and MSTd. Simulated MSTd neurons
formed a sparse, reduced population code capable of encoding perceptual variables important for self-motion perception.
This model demonstrates that complex neuronal responses observed in MSTd may emerge from efficient coding and suggests
that neurobiological plasticity, like STDP-H, may contribute to reducing the dimensions of input stimuli and allowing spiking
neurons to learn sparse representations.

Introduction
As an observer moves through the environment, the motion
between oneself and the scene causes a change in the structure of

light, which is reflected on the retina as optic flow. Optic flow
can be used to perceive the heading direction of self-motion and
to guide locomotion (Warren and Hannon, 1988). Neurons in
the dorsal visual pathway of the primate brain are selective for
motion (Britten, 2008). The middle temporal (MT) area contains
neurons that are tuned to the speed and direction of motion
(Albright, 1984). Receiving primary input from MT (Raiguel et
al., 1997), neurons in the dorsal subregion of the medial superior
temporal (MSTd) area respond to large and complex optic flow
patterns, including translation, rotation, expansion, contraction,
and the intermediates of these motions (Graziano et al., 1994).
MSTd was suggested to play an important role in heading per-
ception. Physiologic studies showed that microstimulation of the
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MSTd area biased the perception of the monkey of heading
directions based on optic flow (Britten and van Wezel, 1998; Gu
et al., 2012). The causal role for self-motion perception was also
established in the human functional equivalent of macaque area
MST (hMST; Schmitt et al., 2020). Furthermore, heading direc-
tion can be decoded from the population activity of MSTd neu-
rons (Hamed et al., 2003). MST was also suggested to participate
in 3D velocity estimation (Mineault et al., 2012). These studies
provide evidence for the role of MSTd in self-motion perception
based on optic flow. However, it is not well understood how
MSTd integrates input from MT to form complex selectivity to
motion patterns and to perceive self-motion.

The brain is under tight metabolic constraints and uses
numerous strategies to achieve efficient representations of in-
formation that allow for high performance and information
transfer (Krichmar et al., 2019). Non-negative sparse coding
(NSC) is an efficient population coding scheme that combines
dimensionality reduction with sparsity constraints to reduce the
number and activity of neurons to represent environmental fea-
tures (Beyeler et al., 2019). A prior study described a computa-
tional model that can account for a wide range of MSTd visual
response properties through applying a dimensionality reduction
algorithm known as non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
with sparsity constraints, which implements a form of NSC
to MT input activity (Beyeler et al., 2016). This MSTd model
exhibited sparse, parts-based representations of the optic flow
patterns that resembled the receptive fields observed in MSTd
neurons. This model provided evidence that the seemingly
complex response properties may emerge from MSTd neurons
performing a biological equivalent of dimensionality reduc-
tion and sparse coding on their input. However, it remains to
be shown how these coding schemes can be implemented in
neurobiological circuits.

The current study shows how neurobiologically plausible syn-
aptic plasticity could implement a form of NSC. Learning proc-
esses in the brain are believed to occur in the synaptic changes
among neurons. Hebb’s (1949) rule describes a mechanism that
leads to long-term potentiation (LTP) between excitatory neu-
rons given their consistent coactivity. Oja’s (1982) learning rule
adds constrained synaptic modification on top of the Hebbian
model to prevent saturation of synaptic weights. In the spiking
domain, the spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) learning
rule modifies synaptic weights according to the relative timing
of spikes of the presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons (Sjöström
and Gerstner, 2010). These synaptic learning rules perform sta-
tistical inferences on the input data. Oja’s (2008) rule was shown
to reduce the dimensionality of datasets similar to performing
principal component analysis (PCA). Analogously, through math-
ematical derivation, STDP in combination with homeostatic scal-
ing (STDP-H) was shown to have the same effect on the input
data as NMF (Carlson et al., 2013). We propose that STDP-H
could have a similar effect on MSTd receptive fields.

In the present study, we implement a spiking neural network
(SNN) model of monkey MSTd based on evolved STDP-H param-
eters. We show that by learning to reconstruct the input stimuli
with STDP-H, the network extracts representations of the input
in a form that resembles the receptive fields of MSTd neurons. The
spiking neurons in the network show selectivity to spiral motions
and 3D heading direction similar to the selectivity observed in the
brain. The present results suggest a neurobiologically plausible
method for producing sparse and reduced receptive fields in
the dorsal visual system and possibly other brain regions (Beyeler
et al., 2019).

Materials and Methods
An SNN model of visual cortical areas MT and MSTd was created to
reconstruct optic flow patterns resulting from self-movement. Figure 1
shows the overall architecture of the SNN model in which input optic
flow stimulus was processed by an array of MT neurons, whose responses
were then converted to Poisson spike trains and projected to a group of
excitatory spiking neurons that simulated MSTd. The MSTd group pro-
jected to a group of inhibitory neurons, and the inhibitory neurons pro-
vided feedback inhibition to the MSTd group to regulate the network
activity. Connection weights in the network were updated with an
unsupervised learning rule that implemented STDP and STDP-H.
The parameters of the learning rule were optimized through evolu-
tionary algorithms, with an objective function measuring how well the
network reconstructed the input stimuli. Neural activity was modeled
with Izhikevich (2004) neurons, with regular spiking for excitatory neu-
rons and fast spiking for inhibitory neurons.

SNN simulations were performed using CARLsim 5 software (Chou
et al., 2018; Balaji et al., 2020). Parameter optimization was done with
the parameter tuning interface (PTI) in CARLsim 5, which used the
Evolutionary Computations in JAVA library (Luke, 2017). The evolu-
tionary process, which included network training and validation, was
performed with 1 graphics processing unit (GPU) node and 15 central
processing unit (CPU) cores on the computing clusters supported by the
Cognitive Hardware and Software Ecosystem Community Infrastructure
(CHASE-CI; Altintas et al., 2019). We used parallel execution enabled by
CARLsim and PTI to distribute computations among the GPU and CPU
cores, which greatly accelerated the simulation processes. In each gener-
ation of evolutionary computation, PTI launched a total of 50 separate
SNN instances that were simulated in parallel and evaluated concurrently.

Input stimuli. Input stimuli to the network were computer-generated
arrays of optic flows that resembled those used in physiological experi-
ments. To simulate the apparent motion on the retina that would be
caused by an observer moving in a 3D environment, we used the model
of the motion field proposed by Longuet-Higgins and Prazdny (1980),
where a pinhole camera with focal length f = 1 cm was pointed to a fron-
toparallel plane located at a distance d, which simulated 3D real world
points at a reference depth Z. The pinhole camera was used to project
the 3D real world points, ~P ¼ ½X;Y;Z�t onto a 2D image plane,
~p ¼ ½x; y�t ¼ f=Z½X;Y�t (i.e., the retina). When the camera moved in the
3D environment, the local motion of points on the 2D image plane was
described as a function of the motion of the camera and the location of
the points. In our simulation, the camera moved with a translational ve-
locity ~v ¼ ðvx; vy; vzÞ and a rotational velocity ~v ¼ ðv x;v y;v zÞ. The
optic flow component ( _x; _y) on the 2D image plane at location (x, y)
could then be computed as follows:
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:

(1)

The first component in the right side of the equation computed the
translational flow, and the second component computed the rotational
flow. These two components superimposed linearly, and the rotational
flow was independent of the depth d. Simulated flow fields were repre-
sented as 15� 15 pixel arrays, subtending a visual angle of 90� 90°.

For the training and validation of the network, we generated a data-
set containing 1280 flow field stimuli. Each optic flow stimulus was pre-
sented to the network for 500ms, interleaved by 500ms of a blank
stimulus. To simulate motion patterns resulting from locomotion, the
linear velocity of the pinhole camera was set to 1 m/s for stimuli that
included a translational flow and 0 m/s for the pure rotation motion.
The angular velocity was set to 1 radian/s for stimuli that included a
rotational flow, which was within the range of natural head rotation
movements (Cullen, 2019), and 0 radian/s for the pure translation
motion. The depth was set to 1 m from the observer. Stimuli in the
training and validation dataset were sampled uniformly from a lami-
nar motion space and a spiral motion space. The laminar motion
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space contained unidirectional motion patterns that simulated eight
directions (45° intervals in 360°) of translation. For these stimuli, the
rotational component in Equation 1 was 0, and in the translational

component, vx ¼ f0;6
ffiffiffi
1
2

r
;61g; vy ¼ f0;6

ffiffiffi
1
2

r
;61g; and vz = 0.

The spiral motion space contained the following motion patterns:
expansion/contraction, clockwise/counterclockwise rotation, and in-
termediate spiral motions, namely clockwise expanding, clockwise
contracting, counterclockwise expanding, and counterclockwise con-
tracting motions. The center of motion (COM) of these stimuli was
kept near the center of the visual field, with ðvx; vyÞ � 0 and vz = 6 1
for stimuli that had a translational component, and ðvx; vyÞ � 0 and
vz = 6 1 for stimuli that had a rotational component. To introduce a
slight variability in the COM, We converted the velocities to spherical
coordinates and applied a Gaussian noise with SD of 10° to the x and y
velocity components before converting them back into Cartisian coordi-
nates and using Equation 1 to compute for optic flow components.
Schematic drawings of these motion patterns are shown in Figure 2.

We also generated three other datasets, which were used for testing
the SNNs after training, by following the protocols used in neurophysio-
logical studies (Graziano et al., 1994; Hamed et al., 2003; Gu et al., 2006;
Takahashi et al., 2007). We used these datasets to quantify the response
properties, including the Gaussian tuning in spiral space and the 3D
translation and rotation heading selectivity, as well as the population
encoding of heading, of our simulated MSTd neurons. These measure-
ments allowed us to compare the selectivity of our simulated MSTd neu-
rons to the one observed in the real brain. It is worth noting that these

three separate datasets contained stimuli not present in the training and
validation dataset. We computed the fitness scores achieved by the evolved
and trained models on these three datasets, which allowed us to measure
the generalization ability of the model and ensure that the performance
was not limited to the validation dataset.

Model design. The SNN model consisted of three neuron groups,
MT, MSTd, and an inhibitory group (Fig. 1). The network model proc-
essed flow field stimuli in the following three steps: (1) Input flow fields
were first processed by the MT group, (2) the MSTd group received
Poisson spike trains from the MT group, and (3) the input was recon-
structed with a dot product of the MT!MSTd connection weights and
the MSTd neuronal activation.

The MT neuron group was organized into 3D grids with dimensions
of 15 � 15 � 40. The first two dimensions corresponded to the pixels of
the input flow fields that subtended 90 � 90° of the visual angle. The
third dimension corresponded to the direction and speed tuning profile
of the neurons. At each spatial location, there were a total of 40 MT-like
model units (selective for eight directions times five speeds of motion).
This organization can be seen as having multiple layers of MT neurons
covering the visual field, with each layer of neurons tuned to the same
direction and speed of motion but responding to different locations (Fig. 1).
Neurons in this group were modeled as idealized MT neurons selective
to particular combinations of speed and direction of motion. Each MT
neuron had a receptive field of one pixel area of the simulated flow fields,
corresponding to 3° of visual angle. In this study, the firing rate of an
MT neuron RMT responding to the motion flow at the location (x, y) was
given by the following:

Figure 1. Model design. A, Architecture of the SNN model. Optic flow stimulus was first processed by an array of MT neurons tuned to speed and direction of motion. The MT activity was
converted to Poisson spike trains as the input to the network. The MT neuron group was connected to the MSTd group with a Gaussian projection, which allowed the MSTd neurons to receive
input from MT neurons that locate in different areas of the visual field and were tuned to different direction and speed. The MSTd group was reciprocally connected to a group of inhibitory
neurons, which regulated the activity of the network. All connections in the network were modulated by STDP-H. The MT!MSTd connection weights and the MSTd group activity were used
to reconstruct the input. A fitness function measured the network performance based on the reconstruction accuracy, and STDP-H parameters were evolved with EC to optimize the fitness func-
tion. B, Direction tuning curves of the simulated MT neurons. C, Speed tuning curves of the simulated MT neurons. The horizontal axis is plotted on a log2 scale. deg, Degrees; sec, second.
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RMTðx; y; upref ; rpref Þ ¼ dðx; y; upref Þsðx; y; rpref Þ; (2)

where the component d(x, y; upref) computed the direction response of the
neuron, and s(x, y; rpref) computed the speed response of the neuron.

The direction response d(x, y; upref) was described by a circular von
Mises function (Fig. 1B) as follows:

dðx; y; upref Þ ¼ expðs thetaðcosðu ðx; yÞ � upref Þ � 1ÞÞ; (3)

where the direction response was a function of the difference between
the stimulus direction u (x, y) and the preferred direction upref of the
neuron. The tuning bandwidth parameter s theta was set to three, corre-
sponding to a tuning width of;90°.

The speed response s(x, y; rpref) was described by a log Gaussian
function (Fig. 1C), which approximated MT tuning curves observed in
the macaque brain (Nover, 2005). The speed response of an MT neuron
was given by the following:

sðx; y; rpref Þ ¼ exp �
log

rðx; yÞ þ s0
rpref þ s0

 !2

2s 2

0
BB@

1
CCA
; (4)

where the speed response was a function of the difference between the
stimulus speed r (x, y) and the preferred speed rpref of the neuron. The

free parameter s determined the width of the curve and was set to 1.16.
The speed offset parameter s0 was set to 0.33, which prevented undefined
logarithm values when stimulus speed approaches zero. These parameter
settings were consistent with the median values across the MT popula-
tion (Nover, 2005).

The MT response RMT computed from Equation 2 represented the
normalized firing rate of the neuron ranging from zero to one and was
used to generate spike trains following a Poisson distribution with a
maximum firing rate of 20Hz. Neurons in the MT group were con-
nected to the MSTd group following a Gaussian distribution, with which
neurons that were spatially closer to each other had a higher probability
of being connected and had higher initial connection weights. We
defined a 2D Gaussian connectivity along the first two dimensions of
the MT neuron group, and all layers of the MT neurons shared the same
connectivity scheme so that each MSTd neuron had a circular receptive
field covering MT neurons at different locations and tuned to different
direction and speed of motion. The width of the Gaussian curve, which
corresponded to the radius r of this circular receptive field, was an open
parameter that was evolved through the evolutionary computation (EC)
process. Activity of the MSTd group was regulated by an inhibitory neu-
ron group, which contained the same number of neurons as the MSTd
group. The MSTd neurons provided feedforward excitation to the inhib-
itory neuron group, and the inhibitory group provided feedback inhibi-
tion to the MSTd neurons. Both connections followed a uniform
random connectivity with a 10% probability. All intergroup connections
were modulated by STDP-H plasticity during training, which include the

Figure 2. Schematic drawings of motion patterns the training and validation dataset was sampled from. The first two rows depict motion patterns in the laminar motion space, and the last
two rows depict motion patterns in the spiral motion space.
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projection from MT to MSTd (MT!MSTd), from MSTd to the inhibi-
tory group (MSTd!Inh), and from the inhibitory group back to the
MSTd group (Inh!MSTd). The parameter values for STDP-H were
selected through EC (see below, Optimization of the model via EC).

The resulting MSTd activity was used to reconstruct the input stimuli
along with the MT!MSTd connection weights. Analogous to the sparse
decomposition model proposed by Beyeler et al., (2016), the MT activity
was represented as a multivariate matrix V, where each column within
the matrix represented an instance of input stimulus~vi, namely, the pop-
ulation activity of the MT group responding to a flow field stimulus. The
connection weights between the MT and MSTd groups were represented
as a matrixW, where wij was the connection weight between MT neuron
i and MSTd neuron j. The activity of the MSTd neurons was represented
as the coefficients in the matrix H, where each column in the matrix~hi

denoted the MSTd population activity responding to the input stimulus
~vi. To test the hypothesis of whether STDP-H allows the network to
learn a reduced representation of the input V by decomposing it into
two lower rank matrices W and H, we took a dot product of the two
matrices to reconstruct the input matrix V. Effectively, a particular
instance of input stimulus~vi was reconstructed by taking the inner prod-
uct of the connection weightsW and the MSTd activation~hi (Fig. 3).

The second column in Figure 3 shows a visualization of the connec-
tion weights between the MT and MSTd neuron groups. Each grid
shows the receptive field of a MSTd neuron, determined by calculating a
population vector for direction and speed of motion fromW (Georgopoulos
et al., 1982). These receptive fields acted as basis flow fields. With the MSTd
neuron activity indicating the degree of activation, a linear superposition of
the basis flow fields reconstructed the input flow field pattern.

STDP-H. All three intergroup connections (i.e., MT!MSTd,
MSTd!Inh, and Inh!MSTd) were plastic, whose weight values were
modulated by the STDP learning rule in combination with STDP-H.
Homeostatic scaling was applied in a multiplicative manner, which
modified synaptic weights based on the average postsynaptic firing rate
R (Turrigiano et al., 1998; Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004; Carlson et al.,
2013). As illustrated in Figure 4, homeostatic scaling adjusted synaptic
properties (i.e., connection weight values) to keep the activity of the neu-
rons close to the target firing rate. The total effect of STDP-H on a par-
ticular synapse wi,j connecting presynaptic neuron i and postsynaptic
neuron j can be described as follows:

dwi;j

dt
¼ ½a � wi;jð1� �R=RtargetÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

homeostasis

þ b ðLTPi;j þ LTDi;jÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
STDP

� � K: (5)

The a and b terms controlled the strength of STDP and homeosta-
sis. We fixed the value of b to be one, and evolved the value of a for the

optimal relative strength of the two learning components. The parameter
K was a term that damped oscillation in the weight updates and sped up
learning, which was defined as follows:

K ¼
�R

T � ð1þ j1� �R=Rtargetj � gÞ : (6)

Here, the parameter T was the time scale over which the firing rate of
the postsynaptic neuron was averaged, and g was a tuning factor, set
to 10 and 50, respectively, in this study.

In Equation 5, the first component described the homeostatic scaling,
which was a function of the ratio between the mean firing rate �R and
the target firing rate Rtarget of the neuron j. With homeostatic scaling,
the rate of weight changes decreased if the neuron was overexcited and
increased if the neuron was overly quiescent. The second component
of Equation 5 described STDP, which was composed of LTP and long-
term-depression (LTD). STDP strengthened or weakened the synaptic
connection according to the timing of the presynaptic and postsynaptic
spikes. LTP and LTD were described as decaying exponential functions,
with a magnitude parameter A1 or A�, and a decay constant t1 or t– as
follows:

Figure 3. Stimulus reconstruction. STDP-H performed dimensionality reduction on the input matrix V and decomposed it into two smaller matrices W, the MT!MSTd weights, and H, the
MSTd activity. Each column of the input matrix represented an input instance~v i , which was visualized as the original flow field. In the figure, the MT!MSTd connection weights W were
visualized as a group of basis flow fields. The MSTd activation to this particular stimulus,~hi , was represented as a column in the matrix H, which denoted the degree of activation of the corre-
sponding basis flow field. Darker color in this visualization corresponded to a higher level of activity. Right, The reconstructed input. The correlation score between the original and the recon-
struction of this particular input instance was 0.84.

Figure 4. Illustration of the effect of homeostatic synaptic scaling on an individual neuron.
As the synaptic drive (i.e., input synaptic weights) increases, the firing rate of the neuron
increases and exceeds the target firing rate. Homeostatic scaling brings the activity down to
the target zone by decreasing the input strength. If the synaptic drive is too low, and
the activity of the neuron is below the target firing rate, homeostatic scaling raises the input
strength and brings the activity of the neuron back into the target firing zone. Synaptic drive
is in arbitrary units, and firing rate is normalized. Figure adapted from Turrigiano and Nelson
(2004).
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LTPi;j ¼ Aþexp
�ðtj � tiÞ

tþ

� �
for tj.ti (7)

LTDi;j ¼ �A�exp
tj � ti
t�

� �
for tj � ti: (8)

Parameters A1, A–, t1, and t– were evolved through EC.
Training and validation of the model. From the training and valida-

tion dataset with 1280 flow fields, we randomly selected 160 stimuli as
validation samples and the rest as training samples. In both the training
and validation processes, each stimulus was presented to the network for
500ms, followed by a blank stimulus presented for the same duration of
time. During training, connection weights in the network were updated
with STDP-H in an unsupervised manner. Parameters of the STDP-H
learning rule were optimized through EC for each iteration of the train-
ing and validation process.

To validate whether the network had learned representations that
allowed the reconstruction of unseen stimuli, we used the validation
phase where we froze the connection weights and stopped STDP-H
from modulating the connections. Flow fields from the validation set
were presented to the network in the same way as during the training
phase. Here, we recorded the activity of the MSTd neurons during the
500ms of stimulus presentation. We reconstructed the input by multi-
plying W, the connection weights between the MT and MSTd neuron
groups, with~hi, the corresponding MSTd neuronal response to the stim-
ulus (see above, Model design). After obtaining a reconstruction for all
flow fields from the validation set, we assembled them into a matrix V̂ ,
where each column contained the reconstructed MT activity pattern cor-
responding to an input flow field. We defined a fitness function, which
accounted for both the reconstruction accuracy and network stability, as
follows:

y ¼ corrðV; V̂Þ � l L: (9)

In the first term of the fitness function, we calculated the Pearson
correlation between the input matrix V and the reconstructed matrix V̂ .
To prevent instability in the network, we added the second term L,
which described a penalty for high firing rates of the MSTd neuron pop-
ulation and was weighted by a scaling factor l = 0.001. The penalty term
was defined as follows:

L ¼ maxð�RMSTdÞ � RMSTd;t ; if maxð�RMSTdÞ.RMSTd;t

0 ; otherwise
:

�
(10)

Here, �RMSTd was the mean firing rate of individual MSTd neurons,
and RMSTd;t = 250Hz was the firing rate threshold. When the maximum
mean firing rate of MSTd neurons exceeded the firing rate threshold, the
network received a penalty score.

Optimization of the model via EC. Parameters of the STDP-H learn-
ing rule were optimized through EC. A total of 19 parameters divided
into five groups were evolved, (1) STDP amplitude parameters A1 and
A– and decay constants t1 and t– for all three intergroup connections
(12 parameters), (2) target firing rates RMSTd of the MSTd group and
RInh of the inhibitory neuron group (2 parameters), (3) maximum con-
nection weights for all three intergroup connections (three parameters),
(4) the radius r of the Gaussian connection between MT and MSTd (one
parameter), and (5) the parameter a that adjusted the relative strengths
between STDP and homeostatic scaling for each of the three intergroup
connections (one parameter). Table 1 shows the ranges of values for
these evolved parameters.

We used an evolution strategy (ES) that took the form of ES-(m, l),
in which m = 5 specified the size of the parent population, and l = 50
specified the size of the offspring population (De Jong, 2006). In the first
generation of the evolutionary process, the ES initialized the parameters
for 50 individual networks. The network instances were then trained and
validated with simulated flow fields in the training and validation dataset
and were evaluated with the fitness function (see above, Training and

validation of the model). These fitness scores were then transferred to
the ES. The ES performed a binary tournament selection to select the
best performing m = 5 individual networks as the parent networks for
the next generation and modified their parameters through replication
and mutation to produce a new population of l = 50 network individu-
als. This optimization process continued for 30 generations.

Data availability. Custom code used in this study including neural
network simulations and data analysis scripts are available at https://
github.com/kexinchenn/Sparse-Reduced-MSTd-SNN-Model.

Results
The SNN model went through 30 generations of an evolutionary
process that searched for optimal parameters of the STDP-H
synaptic learning rule to maximize a fitness function that meas-
ured the accuracy of input reconstruction. Each evolutionary
generation consisted of a training phase and a validation phase.
Optic flow stimuli were generated by projecting from a pinhole
camera moving at different combinations of linear and angular
velocity to a frontoparallel plane. A total of 1280 computer-gen-
erated flow field stimuli that simulated different motion patterns
were used in the training and validation phases. In the training
phase, 1120 stimuli were randomly selected and presented to the
network, and connection weights in the network were updated
by STDP-H in an unsupervised manner. In the validation phase,
160 optic flow stimuli, which were not used in the training phase,
were presented to the network with STDP-H disabled, and the
fitness function was computed over the validation set of stimuli.
After the evolutionary process, we presented several sets of novel
stimuli used in physiological studies to examine the selectivity and
response properties of the simulatedMSTd neurons in the models.

Model performance and evolved STDP parameters
To investigate whether the SNN model was able to accurately
reconstruct the input stimuli and to understand the effect of
model size on the performance of the model, we experimented
with different sizes of neuron populations for the MSTd group
(B ¼ f16; 36; 64; 100; 144g). All configurations shared the same
network setup as described earlier (see above, Model design).
The differences among different configurations were the size of
the MSTd group, B, and the range of values for the Gaussian pro-
jection width, r, which was adjusted so that the MSTd neurons
in all configurations covered similar portions of the visual field.
To ensure reliable results from the parameter optimization pro-
cess and to obtain a sizable pool of simulated MSTd neurons
for subsequent analyses (a minimum of 144 MSTd neurons were
required for the analysis; see below, Population encoding of
heading direction), we completed 10 separate runs for the B = 16
configuration, so it had more variability, and five separate runs
for all other configurations. In each run of the evolutionary pro-
cess, a total of 1500 SNN instances were simulated (30 generations
and 50 network individuals in each generation).

With a population of 50 individual networks in each genera-
tion, all five network configurations converged to optimal solu-
tions within 30 generations (Fig. 5). For all configurations, fitness
scores reached;0.5 at the first generation of the evolutionary pro-
cess and gradually increased over generations. At generation 30,
all five configurations reached fitness scores .0.65 (Table 2). As

Table 1. Parameters evolved with evolutionary computation

Parameter A1 A– t1 t– Target FR Max Wt Radius (r) Alpha

Minimum 0 �4e–3 5.0 5.0 5.0 0.001 0.75psqrt(B) 0.1
Maximum 4e–3 0 100.0 100.0 20.0 0.5 sqrt(B) 1.0

Target FR: Target firing rate; Max Wt: Maximum weight value.
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shown in Table 2, the total time for completing
30 generations of optimization process and
the simulation of 1500 network individuals
increased with the size of the MSTd group. The
evolutionary process of the smallest network
with B = 16 MSTd neurons required 3.89 6
0.75 d to complete, whereas the largest network
with B = 144 MSTd neurons required 13.60 6
2.19 d to complete. Networks with a larger
MSTd group showed a better reconstruction
ability and reached higher fitness scores. Among
the evolved networks, configurations with
B ¼ f64; 100; 144g MSTd neurons were able to
approximate the input data with R2 . 0.7, indi-
cating an accurate reconstruction of the input
stimuli. Although network configurations with
more than B = 144 MSTd neurons may lead
to an even better reconstruction accuracy, we
showed in the sparseness analysis (see below,
Sparse representations in simulated MSTd neu-
rons) that the level of sparseness may not improve beyond the B =
144 configuration. To ensure that the reconstruction ability of the
network models was not limited to the 160 samples randomly
sampled from the training and validation datasets, we computed
fitness scores that the evolved and trained network models
achieved on the three separate datasets, which were composed
of samples that were not present in the training and validation
dataset (Table 3). The results showed that the models were able
to generalize to other motion patterns. These datasets, which
are from previous neurophysiological studies (Graziano et al.,
1994; Hamed et al., 2003; Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi et al.,
2007), are used in our subsequent analyses (see below, MSTd-
like receptive fields and spiral selectivity, 3D translation and
rotation heading selectivity, and Population encoding of head-
ing direction).

STDP, as a biologically observed process, modifies synaptic
strengths based on the time differences between presynaptic and
postsynaptic spikes. The largest weight changes induced by STDP
occur when the time difference between the presynaptic and post-
synaptic spikes is small. As the time difference increases,
the weight changes decrease exponentially. Typically, if a pre-
synaptic neuron fires before the postsynaptic neuron, the con-
nection is strengthened because intuitively, the presynaptic
neuron caused the postsynaptic neuron to fire. If the order is
reversed, the relationship between these neurons is uncorre-
lated, and that connection would typically be weakened. In
the case of STDP for inhibitory neurons, the order might be
reversed because if there is causality, the inhibition should
be released (i.e., weaken the synapse). However it should be
noted that many variations of timing and order have been
observed experimentally.

We examined the evolved STDP parameters for the best per-
forming network individuals with each configuration. In the evo-
lutionary computation process, we searched the parameter space
for the amplitude and time constant components of the STDP
curves for LTD and LTP. Through the optimization toward an
accurate reconstruction of the input spiking patterns, the STDP
parameters evolved to show similar patterns across all five net-
work model configurations as measured by the area over the
LTP or LTD part of the STDP curves (Fig. 6). The MT!MSTd
input connection showed stronger LTD effects than LTP. STDP
for the inhibitory connections evolved the opposite pattern, the
MSTd!Inh and the Inh!MSTd connections showed stronger

LTP effects than LTD. Such biases agree with the hand-designed
STDP learning curves used in computational studies, which dem-
onstrated the effect of these types of curves in balancing synaptic
strength and encouraging competitive learning in the synapses
(Gerstner et al., 1997; Abbott and Nelson, 2000; Song et al., 2000).

These learning curves also contributed to sparseness in the
learned representations. The MT!MSTd input connection was
biased toward LTD, which led to a net effect of depression of all
synapses and stabilized network activity by reducing the firing
rate of network neurons. With a reduced overall activity in the
network, correlated spikes between a particular pair of presynap-
tic and postsynaptic neurons are more easily differentiated,
which triggered LTP consistently and strengthened the synapse.
As a result, after learning through STDP, some synapses were
selectively driven to be close to the maximum weight values, and
other synapses close to the minimum values. On the other hand,
the interconnection between the MSTd group and the inhibitory
neuron group were biased toward LTP, which tended to strengthen
the synapses. Stronger synapses in the feedforward MSTd–Inh con-
nection led to a higher level of activity in the inhibitory neuron

Table 2. Execution time and performance of all network configurations

Number of MSTd
neurons

Execution time
(days)

Fitness (BSF after
30 generations) r2

B = 16 3.89 6 0.75 0.67 6 0.02 0.45 6 0.02
B = 36 5.28 6 0.30 0.80 6 0.02 0.64 6 0.04
B = 64 7.39 6 0.85 0.84 6 0.01 0.71 6 0.03
B = 100 10.40 6 1.52 0.86 6 0.01 0.74 6 0.02
B = 144 13.60 6 2.19 0.88 6 0.02 0.77 6 0.03

Values are mean 6 SD. BSF is best so far of an EC run; r2 is the coefficient of determination.

Table 3. Fitness scores achieved by the evolved and trained networks on the
three datasets used in subsequent analyses

Number of MSTd
neurons

Spiral selectivity
dataset

3D translation/
rotation dataset

Population
encoding dataset

B = 16 0.54 6 0.06 0.57 6 0.05 0.56 6 0.05
B = 36 0.74 6 0.03 0.75 6 0.03 0.70 6 0.03
B = 64 0.81 6 0.02 0.79 6 0.01 0.72 6 0.03
B = 100 0.81 6 0.05 0.78 6 0.05 0.71 6 0.02
B = 144 0.87 6 0.02 0.82 6 0.01 0.76 6 0.02

See the following sections below: Spiral selectivity dataset, 3D translation/rotation dataset, and Population
encoding dataset. Values are mean 6 SD.

Figure 5. Best-so-far (BSF) fitness curve across 30 generations of evolutionary process for each network configura-
tion. Solid lines denote the mean fitness scores of all individual runs of the network configuration. Shaded area
denotes the SD of the fitness scores.
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group, which when combined with the
strong synapses in the feedback Inh–MSTd
connection, provided a powerful inhibition
on the MSTd neurons. The STDP curves in
all three connections encouraged a sparser
activity in the MSTd neuron group.
Together, it suggests that the evolution-
ary process in accurately reconstructing
flow patterns discovered STDP curves,
similar to those observed experimentally
and proposed theoretically, that stabilize
activity and produce sparse, reduced
representations.

Sparse representations in simulated
MSTd neurons
Sparse coding describes a coding scheme
in which a stimulus could be represented
by a small set of neurons, and each stimu-
lus activates different subsets of neurons
(Foldiak and Endres, 2008). This is in con-
trast to dense codes, where every stimulus
activates all neurons, and local codes, where
each neuron is highly selective to a particu-
lar stimulus (Arbib, 1995). Sparse codes are
a favorable compromise between the dense
and local codes, which reduce the overall
neural activity required to represent the
stimulus space (Vinje and Gallant, 2000;
Beyeler et al., 2019).

Beyeler et al. (2016) showed that the
MSTd units in the sparse decomposition
model formed a sparse population code of
the input and suggested that sparse codes
may be used by MSTd to learn compact
and multifaceted representations of the
input. In the current study, we also investi-
gated whether the simulated MSTd neu-
rons in the SNN model formed sparse
representations of the input activity pat-
terns. We quantified the level of sparseness
of the simulated MSTd neurons using the
sparseness metrics defined in Vinje and
Gallant (2000). The lifetime sparseness
metric measured how selective a neuron
was to different stimuli, and the popula-
tion sparseness metric measured how
many neurons were activated by any

given stimulus. The sparseness values range from zero to one,
with one indicating very selective responses and maximum
sparseness, and zero indicating a dense code. We computed
both metrics for the MSTd activity over the validation trials
after the models were fully evolved and trained. The same pro-
cedure was applied to all configurations of the SNN model
(B ¼ f16; 36; 64; 100; 144g).

As shown in Figure 7, network models with a larger MSTd
group tended to have sparser representations of the input stimuli
both in lifetime sparseness and population sparseness. Sparseness
values in both metrics ranged from;0.5 for the B = 16 configura-
tion to;0.8 for the B = 144 configuration. These results indicated
that similar to the sparse decomposition model (Beyeler et al.,
2016), the simulated MSTd neurons in all configurations of the
SNN model learned a sparse population code of the input activity

Figure 6. Evolved STDP parameters. A, Evolved STDP curves visualized by plotting the changes of synaptic weight (Dw)
against the time difference between the presynaptic (tpre) and postsynaptic (tpost) spikes. The blue curves correspond to the
LTP component of STDP (Eq. 7), and the yellow curves correspond to the LTD component (Eq. 8). Solid lines denote the mean
values calculated from all evolved network instances (10 network instances for B = 16, 5 network instances for
B ¼ f36; 64; 100; 144g), and the shaded areas denote the SD. B, Area over the LTD or LTP component of the STDP curves.

Figure 7. Sparseness measurements of different configurations of the SNN model. Population
sparseness measured how many neurons were activated by any stimulus, and lifetime sparseness
measured how many stimuli any given neuron responds to. The level of sparseness increases with
the increased number of MSTd neurons in the network.
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patterns. The results also indicated that the sparseness values
may saturate at the B = 144 configuration and not improve for
networks with a larger number of MSTd neurons as the fitness
scores increased minimally from the B = 100 configuration to
the B = 144 configuration.

MSTd-like receptive fields and spiral selectivity
We visualized the receptive fields of simulated MSTd neurons by
applying population decoding on the connection weight values
in the networks evolved with B ¼ f16; 36; 64; 100; 144g MSTd
neurons (Georgopoulos et al., 1982). The 2D motion selectivity
of many simulated MSTd neurons may be predicted from the
visualized weight patterns. Figure 3 shows the visualized weight
patterns of an evolved and trained network individual with the
B = 64 configuration as an example. Simulated MSTd neurons in
the network had large receptive fields and preferred a mixture of
translational and rotational flow. The receptive fields depicted a
wide range of optic flow patterns, including translation, rotation,
expansion, contraction, and intermediate of these basic flow pat-
terns. Networks with other configurations (B ¼ f16; 36; 100; 144g)
showed similar weight patterns.

To quantify the selectivity of the simulated MSTd neurons to
a continuum of spiral motions, we followed the procedure
described in Graziano et al. (1994), where the tuning of MSTd
neurons was determined by a Gaussian curve fit (Fig. 8A,B). We
generated a set of eight basic stimuli as described in Graziano et al.
(1994), which contained expansion, contraction, clockwise rota-
tion, counterclockwise rotation, and the four cardinal directions
of translation (up, down, right, and left). We presented these
stimuli to the fully evolved and trained networks, and obtained
the response of the simulated MSTd neurons to each stimulus.
We first used a criterion that the neuronal response should be
.10% of the maximum response in the population for any of the
stimuli to filter out simulated neurons that were not responsive

to the basic stimuli. We then fit the tuning curve of each neuron
with a Gaussian function. The peak of the Gaussian function cor-
responded to the preferred spiral motion of the neuron. These
analyses were performed on all configurations of the network
with B ¼ f16; 36; 64; 100; 144g MSTd neurons. In Figure 8 we
present the results from the networks with B = 64 MSTd neurons
(results of the other four configurations are shown in Fig. 9).
From five separately evolved and trained network individuals
with the B = 64 configuration, we obtained the response of
320 MSTd neurons, 317 of which responded significantly to at
least one stimulus. We plotted the tuning curve of each MSTd
neuron as a function of their response to the spiral motion stim-
uli and fit the tuning curve with a Gaussian function. We meas-
ured the goodness of fit of the Gaussian function by computing
the correlation r between the Gaussian function and the tuning
curve. We also recorded the width s of the Gaussian curves and
compared them to the real neurons. A large proportion of simu-
lated MSTd neurons had smooth tuning curves and good Gaussian
fits; the mean r score for the Gaussian fit was 0.97 6 0.04 SD, and
278 of 317 neurons (87.70%) had r scores.0.9. The average tuning
width for these neurons was 74.09°, with an SE of 4.44°. These
measurements were comparable to the tuning widths of MST neu-
rons in Graziano et al. (1994; average width s = 61°, SE = 5.9°).

The modeled MSTd neurons showed similar responses to spi-
ral flow fields as those observed experimentally. We estimated
the preferred spiral motion of the neuron by finding the peak of
the Gaussian curve. Figure 8, E and F, show the preferred spiral
motion of the simulated MSTd population. In Figure 8E, each
arrow represents the preferred motion of one simulated MSTd
neuron. The population of simulated MSTd neurons showed a
wide range of preferred spiral motion patterns. We categorized
these neurons by their tuning to the eight basic motion types
(expansion, contraction, both rotations, and four intermediate
directions of spiral motion). Figure 8F shows the distribution of

Figure 8. MSTd response to spiral flow fields. A, C, E, Plots show the distributions of tuning with arrows spanning the spiral motion space. Each arrow represents one neuron. B, D, F,
Histograms show the distributions of tuning by showing the percentage of simulated neurons tuned to each type of motion. A, B, In a population of 57 neurons recorded from the MSTd area,
the tuning of MSTd neurons spanned the entire spiral space, with a large proportion of neurons tuned to expanding motions. Reprinted with permission from Graziano et al. (1994). C–F,
Analyses of the entire population of simulated MSTd neurons obtained from five separately evolved and trained network instances with the B = 64 configuration. C, D, In a prescreened for
expansion subpopulation of the simulated MSTd neurons, a large proportion of simulated neurons were tuned to expanding motions. E, F, In the entire simulated MSTd neuron population,
278 simulated MSTd neurons had significant tuning to spiral stimuli. The preferred spiral directions distributed evenly.
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simulated MSTd neurons tuned to different spiral motions.
Unlike the MST neurons reported in Graziano et al. (1994), where
the population showed a bias to expanding stimulus (Fig. 8A,B),
the simulated MSTd population in the SNN model had their
preferred spiral motion distributed more evenly for each
motion type.

Previous studies (Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2007; Gu et
al., 2010; Beyeler et al., 2016) suggested that the predominance of
expansion-tuned MST neurons may be because of selection bias
in the neuron screening process. Earlier neurophysiological stud-
ies of MSTd tended to use expansion stimuli to locate visually re-
sponsive neurons in MSTd and therefore may have led to a
biased population of neurons more likely to be tuned to expand-
ing optic flows. We applied the same selection bias and
sampled a subpopulation of simulated MSTd neurons. In the
prescreening process, neurons that had a strong response to the
expansion stimulus were more likely to be included in this subpo-
pulation. With this simulation of selection bias, we selected 39
neurons from the pool of simulated MSTd neurons in networks
with the B = 64 configuration. After filtering out neurons that were
not significantly tuned to any of the basic motion stimuli, we had
36 simulated neurons for the subsequent analysis. In the subpo-
pulation that was prescreened for expansion, 47% were
expansion-tuned neurons, 50% spiral-tuned neurons (42%
expanding spiral and 8% contracting spiral), 3% rotation-

tuned neurons, and 0% contraction-tuned
neurons. The distribution of preferred spiral
motion in Graziano et al. (1994) was expan-
sion (40%), spiral [37% (expanding spiral 28%,
contracting spiral 9%)], rotation (16%), and con-
traction (7%). Similar to the data in Graziano
et al. (1994), a large proportion of simulated
MSTd neurons in the SNN model were tuned
to expansion (Fig. 8C,D). The prescreened sub-
population had tuning curves with good
Gaussian fits, with a mean r score of 0.986 0.05
SD. The average tuning width was 64.90°, with
an SE of 10.82°, which was also comparable to
the MST data in Graziano et al. (1994).

3D translation and rotation heading
selectivity
Neurophysiological studies characterized the 3D
translation and rotation heading tuning of
MSTd neurons using visual stimuli that simu-
lated the observer’s movement through a 3D
cloud of stars (Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi et al.,
2007). These stimuli were generated following a
translation protocol, which consisted of stimuli
that depicted straight translational movements
along 26 directions corresponding to all combi-
nations of azimuth and elevation angles in incre-
ments of 45°, and a rotation protocol, which
consisted of stimuli that depicted rotational
movements along the same 26 directions, with
the direction corresponding to the axis of rota-
tion according to the right-hand rule. These
26 directions were described by 26 movement
vectors spaced 45° apart in both azimuth and ele-
vation on the sphere.

We tested whether the simulated MSTd neu-
rons in the SNN models had similar translation
and rotation tuning as experimental observa-
tions. We followed the same protocols as the

neurophysiological studies and generated visual motion stimuli
to test the SNN models (Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2007).
The translational stimuli were generated with a peak velocity
vz = 0.3 m/s, and the rotational stimuli were generated with a
peak velocity v z ¼ 20

�
=s. We recorded the activity of the simu-

lated MSTd neurons during the stimulus presentation and
obtained 3D tuning curves for each MSTd neuron by plotting
the neuron activity as a function of the azimuth and elevation of
the stimuli. As the heading directions were sampled around the
sphere, the heading tuning function was spherical. We trans-
formed the data using the Lambert cylindrical equal-area projec-
tion to plot the 3D tuning curves on Cartesian axes (Snyder,
1987). Figure 10 shows a comparison of 3D translation and rota-
tion tuning in an example macaque MSTd neuron and in an
example simulated MSTd neuron from the SNN model (B = 64).
The tuning curves of the neurons were illustrated as contour
maps, where the x-axis represented the azimuth angle, the y-axis
represented the sinusoidally transformed version of the elevation
angle, and the mean firing rate of the neuron to each stimulus
was plotted as a function of azimuth and elevation angles.
Similar to MSTd neurons (Takahashi et al., 2007), our simulated
MSTd neurons showed broad tuning curves for translational and
rotational heading directions. We computed the vector sum of
the response of the unit to all 26 stimuli to determine the

Figure 9. MSTd response to spiral flow fields (B ¼ f16; 36; 10; 144g). A, C, E, G, Distribution of spiral tuning
of the prescreened population. Similar to the B = 64 configuration as shown in Figure 8D, a large proportion of
simulated neurons were tuned to expanding motions. B, D, F, H, Distribution of spiral tuning of the entire popula-
tion of simulated MSTd neurons obtained in 10 separately evolved and trained network instances with the B = 16
configuration, and five network instances with the B ¼ f36; 10; 144g. Similar to the B = 64 configuration as
shown in Figure 8F, the preferred spiral directions distributed evenly.
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preferred translation and rotation direc-
tions for the simulated neurons. The
experimentally observed MST neuron
shown in Figure 10, A and B, was tuned
to 291° azimuth and –18° elevation under
the rotation condition and was tuned to
190° azimuth and –50° elevation under
the translation condition (Takahashi et al.,
2007). The simulated MSTd neuron also
showed strong spatial tuning under both
the rotation and translation condition.
This particular simulated MSTd neuron
shown in Figure 10, C and D, was tuned
to 35° azimuth and –27° elevation for
rotational heading, and 216° azimuth and
–65° elevation for translational heading.

We examined the distribution of pre-
ferred directions of the simulated MSTd
neurons. Figure 11 shows the distribu-
tion of translation and rotation direction
preferences of MST neurons (Takahashi
et al., 2007) and of all 320 simulated
MSTd neurons from five individually
evolved and trained SNN models with
the B = 64 configuration (results of the
other four configurations are shown in
Fig. 12). Each data point in these plots
represents the 3D preferred direction
of a single neuron. Note that in these
plots, 360° in the azimuth angle was
equivalent to 0° in the azimuth angle.
Similar to the distribution reported in
Takahashi et al. (2007), the simulated
MSTd neurons also showed significantly
nonuniform distributions in azimuth and
elevation for both translation and rota-
tion heading preferences (uniformity test,
p , 0.05). Rotational preferences showed
a bimodal distribution in azimuth, cluster-
ing at 0 and 180°, corresponding to pitch-
up and pitch-down rotations, respectively.
Translational preferences had bimodal dis-
tributions in both azimuth and elevation,
clustering at 0 and 180° in azimuth, corre-
sponding to leftward and rightward move-
ment directions, and 690° in elevation,
corresponding to upward and downward
movement directions. We categorized the
simulated neurons with their preferred
motion type by finding neurons with
preferred directions falling within 630°
of each of the cardinal axes of the motion
type. Similar to the recordings in Takahashi
et al. (2007), the majority of the simulated
MSTd neurons were tuned to yaw (690° in
elevation) or pitch (0° and 180° in azimuth)
directions for rotational headings, and
a smaller percentage of simulated MSTd
neurons were tuned to roll motions (90 and 270° in azimuth;
Table 4). Under the translation condition, the majority of the
simulated MSTd neurons were tuned to lateral (0 and 180° in azi-
muth) or vertical (690° in elevation) translational motions (Table
5). To quantify the strength of heading tuning of single MSTd

neurons, we computed the heading tuning index (HTI) value
defined in Gu et al. (2006). An HTI ranges from zero to one, with
larger values indicating stronger heading tuning. Gu et al.
(2006) reported that the average HTI value for their sampled
MSTd neurons was 0.486 0.16. The simulated MSTd neurons
in the networks with the B = 64 configuration showed a

Figure 10. 3D translation and rotation tuning of example MSTd neurons. A, B, Translation and rotation tuning of an exam-
ple MST neuron recorded under the visual rotation and translation conditions. Reprinted with permission from Takahashi et al.
(2007). C, D, Translation and rotation tuning of an example MSTd neuron from a fully evolved and trained SNN model with the
B = 64 configuration. Each contour map shows the Lambert cylindrical equal-area projection of the original data (Snyder, 1987).

Figure 11. Distribution of 3D translation and rotation tuning of MSTd neurons. A–D, Each data point in the scatter plot rep-
resents the preferred azimuth and elevation angles of one neuron. The histograms along the sides of the scatter plots show
the marginal distributions. The 2D projections of unit-length 3D preferred direction vectors are shown in the radial plots, includ-
ing the front, side, and top view. Each radial line in these plots represents one neuron. A, B, MST neurons recorded under the
visual rotation and translation conditions. Reprinted with permission from Takahashi et al. (2007). C, D, Simulated MSTd neu-
rons from five separately evolved and trained SNN model with the B = 64 configuration.
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stronger tuning, averaging 0.66 6 0.14 and 0.68 6 0.12 for
rotation and translation, respectively.

What might be the source of the nonuniform distribution of
heading preferences, especially the over-representation of lateral
motion (azimuth of 0 and 180°), and how might these charac-
teristics of the MSTd neuron population contribute to self-
motion perception? Gu et al. (2010) suggested that an abundance
of MSTd neurons preferring lateral heading directions may

account for the observation that primates are
most accurate at judging small variations in
heading references directly in front of the ani-
mal and less precise for heading around an
eccentric reference. Most of their recorded
MSTd neurons have broad, cosine-like tuning
curves, and the preference to lateral headings
caused the peak discriminability of these neu-
rons to lie near straight ahead.

In the evolved and trained models, the simulated
MSTd neurons also had broad, cosine-like tuning
curves (Fig. 10). We tested whether these simulated
MSTd neuron populations also had maximal
discriminability for heading directions near
the straight ahead. We presented motion pat-
terns that simulated eight directions of transla-
tion in the horizontal plane (0, 645, 690, 6135,
180°, relative to straight ahead) to the models
and recorded the activity of the simulated MSTd
neurons. Following the experimental protocol of
Gu et al. (2010), we computed the peak discrimi-
nability of individual simulated MSTd neurons
and estimated the precision of heading discrimi-
nation by computing population Fisher informa-
tion from the tuning curves of the simulated
MSTd neurons. To obtain a smooth tuning
curve of the simulated MSTd neurons, we fitted
a spline function with 0.01° resolution to the
coarsely sampled data (45° spacing). We then
calculated the spatial derivative of the spline fit
and obtained the tuning curve slope. Peak dis-
criminability was achieved at the steepest slope
of the tuning curves. For each heading direc-
tion, we computed the population Fisher in-
formation based on the derivative of the tuning
curve for each simulated neuron and the
variance of the response of each simulated neu-
ron to each heading direction, as described in
Gu et al. (2010). Larger values of Fisher infor-
mation indicate higher precision in heading
discrimination.

To make a direct comparison with the neurophysiological
data, we adopted the coordinate system used in Gu et al. (2010),
where 0° azimuth corresponded to the straight-ahead direction.
Figure 13 compares the distribution of peak discriminability of
recorded MSTd neurons and simulated MSTd neurons in the
models with different network configurations. Consistent with
the neurophysiologically recorded data, most simulated MSTd
neurons had their peak discriminability clustered around for-
ward (0°) and backward (180°) headings. Figure 14 shows popu-
lation Fisher information computed from the heading tuning
curves for recorded MSTd neurons and simulated MSTd neu-
rons in the network models. Consistent with the data reported in
Gu et al. (2010), there was a clear dependence of Fisher informa-
tion on reference heading for the simulated MSTd neuron popu-
lations, with a peak for forward headings (0°) and a minimum for
lateral headings (690°). The magnitudes of Fisher information
differed between the recorded and simulated MSTd neurons, and
also across different network configurations, because of the differ-
ent sample sizes and differences in signal-to-noise ratio. The simu-
lated MSTd neurons diverged from the recorded neurons in that
the former population showed higher Fisher information for back-
ward headings (180°).

Figure 12. Distribution of 3D translation and rotation tuning of simulated MSTd neurons (B ¼ f16; 36; 10; 144g).
A, C, E, G, The rotational heading preferences of all simulated neurons in each network configuration. B, D, F, H, The
translational heading preferences. Each data point in the scatter plot represents the preferred azimuth and elevation
angles of one simulated neuron. The histograms along the sides of the scatter plots show the marginal distributions.

Table 4. Number of neurons tuned to each motion type under the visual rotation
condition

Yaw Pitch Roll

Takahashi et al., 2007 36/127 (28%) 27/127 (21%) 1/127 (1%)
SNN model (B = 64) 67/320 (20.94%) 95/320 (29.69%) 25/320 (7.81%)

Table 5. Number of neurons tuned to each motion type under the visual translation
condition

Lateral Fore-aft Vertical

Takahashi et al. (2007) 57/307 (19%) 20/307 (7%) 76/307 (25%)
SNN model (B = 64) 75/320 (23.44%) 29/320 (9.06%) 73/320 (22.81%)
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Population encoding of heading
direction
MSTd neurons were suggested to encode
perceptual variables such as the focus of
expansion (FOE) in optic flow, eye posi-
tion, and pursuit to support self-motion.
Perceptual variables could be decoded
with an average accuracy of 2 to 3° based
on single-trial response of a population of
144 MSTd neurons (Hamed et al., 2003).

In the current study we focus on investi-
gating whether the simulated MSTd neuron
population in the SNN model also encoded
FOE robustly. We generated a dataset with
10,000 optic flow fields that simulated vari-
ous translational motions as described in a
physiological study (Hamed et al., 2003).
The heading condition contained flow fields
that depicted randomly selected heading
directions, with an azimuth between 60 and
120° and elevation between �30 and 30°.
These flow fields simulated linear move-
ments toward a back plane located at various
distances in meters, d ¼ f2; 4; 8; 16; 32g,
from the observer, with the observer mov-
ing at a velocity in m/s, vz ¼ f0:5; 0:75;
1; 1:25; 1:5g; without any rotational move-
ments. The goal was to decode the MSTd
population activity to predict the location
of FOE, which in this case, was the same
as predicting the heading direction of
the observer. With the fully evolved
and trained network models configured
with different number of MSTd neurons,
(B ¼ f16; 36; 64; 100; 144g), we obtained
MSTd group activity responding to the
heading stimuli. For each configuration, we
randomly selected 144 units from the pool
of simulated MSTd neurons collected from
all separately evolved and trained networks
and used optimal linear estimators with a
10-fold cross-validation procedure to find
the linear weights that could decode head-
ing from the activity of this subpopulation
of simulated MSTd neurons. Table 6 shows
the prediction error of FOE of the MSTd
neurons and simulated MSTd neurons
from the network instances with the B =
64 configuration. FOE as a key perceptual
variable could be decoded with a slightly
higher degree of precision than the
experimentally observed MSTd neurons
(Hamed et al., 2003). As shown in
Figure 15, FOE could be decoded with a
similar level of accuracy from simulated
MSTd neurons in all five configurations
of the SNN model (Wilcoxon’s rank sum
test, p = 1 for all pairwise comparisons).

Discussion
By evolving STDP-H parameters of SNNs, we demonstrated that
a model of MSTd was able to account for many experimentally

response properties observed in monkeys, (1) tuning to spiral
motions, (2) 3D translation and rotation selectivity, and (3)
encoding of perceptual variables such as heading. The simulated
MSTd neurons learned compressed and efficient representations
of input activity patterns with a population that was an order of

Figure 13. A–F, Distribution of the direction of maximal discriminability for neurons recorded in macaque MSTd (A) and
simulated MSTd neurons in the SNN models (B–F). Reprinted with permission from Gu et al. (2010). Both the recorded and the
simulated neuron populations showed a bimodal distribution with peaks around the forward (0°) and backward (180°) headings.

Figure 14. A, B, Population Fisher information computed from neurons recorded in macaque MSTd (A) and from simulated
MSTd neurons in the SNN models (B). Reprinted with permission from Gu et al. (2010). The error bands in A show 95% confi-
dence intervals derived from a bootstrap procedure.
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magnitude smaller than its MT neuron input group. These repre-
sentations, which accurately reconstructed input stimuli, effi-
ciently encoded complex self-motion that could be used by
downstream neural areas. The present results provide a linkage
from prior machine learning studies that suggested non-negative
sparse coding can produce similarities to responses observed in
the cortex (Hoyer, 2003; Beyeler et al., 2016, 2019) to neuro-
biologically plausible computations. Specifically, our results
suggest that neurobiological plasticity, like STDP-H, may be
contributing to dimensionality reduction and sparse coding
observed in the brain.

Response properties of simulated MSTd neurons and
implications for downstream processing
Simulated MSTd neurons in our SNN model exhibited a variety
of response properties observed in neurophysiological studies.
First, simulated MSTd neurons had Gaussian tuning spanning
the entire spiral space, and many of these neurons showed a
strong representation of expanding motions (Graziano et al.,
1994). Second, similar to the MSTd neurons recorded in visual
translational and rotational heading experiments (Gu et al., 2006;
Takahashi et al., 2007), the simulated MSTd neurons showed
strong tuning to 3D translation and rotation heading directions,
with more neurons preferring lateral and vertical translational
movements and pitch and yaw rotational movements. The simu-
lated MSTd neuron had maximal heading discriminability clus-
tered around forward (0°) and backward (180°) headings. Such
properties may arise from the SNN models learning to recon-
struct the input optic flow dataset, which sampled headings near
the center of the visual field for expanding and contracting
motion patterns. It’s interesting to note that these biases in head-
ing preferences and heading discriminability were also observed
in macaque MSTd neurons (Gu et al., 2006; Takahashi et al.,
2007; Gu et al., 2010), which may suggest that in natural scenes,

optic flow patterns with headings near the center of the visual
field are more commonly experienced during forward and back-
ward movements. In the training and validation dataset, we
sampled forward and backward movements with the same prob-
ability, whereas backward locomotion is an uncommon activity
in natural movements (Perrone, 1986; Perrone and Stone (1994)).
This discrepancy may explain the higher precision in discriminat-
ing backward headings with the simulated MSTd neurons and the
neurons recorded in the macaque MSTd. In future studies, by
varying the distribution of the training data and observing how
this affects the tuning curves of the MSTd neurons, we will have a
better understanding of how observed response properties of
MSTd neurons may be an adaptation for efficient self-motion per-
ception. Finally, FOE as one of the key perceptual variables could
be decoded with high accuracy from our simulated MSTd neurons
(Hamed et al., 2003). These results suggest that the simulated
MSTd neurons encoded information essential for perceiving and
guiding self-motion.

These properties emerged as the model evolved unsupervised
learning parameters (STDP-H) to reconstruct optic flow pat-
terns. This led to the efficient coding of perceptual features that
may be decoded by downstream neurons for motor behaviors.
For example, our SNN model showed a continuum of tuning in
the spiral space that has been suggested to simultaneously encode
the curvature of a path and heading (Layton and Browning,
2014). This allows MSTd to perform trajectory estimation and
guide self-motion along complex trajectories. Heading tuning
that spanned the entire translational and rotational movement
space allows for accurate heading direction perception. The
sparse, reduced representations of the global motion pattern
allows for efficient encoding of key locomotion parameters
including the heading direction. These observations are con-
sistent with the hypothesis that MSTd transforms stimulus
information into representations more directly linked to per-
ception and action, supported by the connections between
MSTd to many cortical and subcortical areas (Boussaoud et al.,
1990; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Wild and Treue, 2021).

A limitation of the current study is that heading perception
with the simulated MSTd neurons was only studied under the
locomotion condition without eye movements. Previous studies
have shown that although eye rotations during smooth pursuit
distort the optic flow patterns on the retina, humans and nonhu-
man primates are able to perceive their heading direction cor-
rectly (Royden et al., 1992; Britten and Van Wezel, 2002). It will
be interesting to investigate whether the simulated MSTd neu-
rons could predict heading in the presence of eye movements
and whether retinal mechanisms are sufficient to discount distor-
tions to the optic flow fields, as suggested in previous computa-
tional and neurophysiological studies (Royden, 1997; Perrone
and Stone, 1998; Beyeler et al., 2016; Manning and Britten, 2019).
The stimulus paradigm used in this study was not well equipped
for such an analysis, as the stimuli did not provide meaningful dis-
tinction between head rotation and eye rotation.

Relating STDP-H to non-negative sparse coding in the brain
It has been suggested that STDP-H may lead to sparse, reduced
representations in the brain (Carlson et al., 2013; Beyeler et al.,
2019). Indeed, our model showed the ability to accurately recon-
struct the input stimuli in a neuron population by activating a
small subset of neurons (population sparseness), which were
active on only a subset of stimuli (lifetime sparseness). In our
SNN model, the high-dimensional visual motion input, repre-
sented by the population activity of 9000 MT neurons, projected

Table 6. Error in predicting FOE using the activity of a population of 144 MSTd
neurons

FOE (x, y)

Hamed et al. (2003) (3.62 6 6.78°, 3.87 6 4.96°)
SNN model (B = 64) (0.98 6 0.77°, 1.13 6 0.87°)

Figure 15. Error in predicting FOE (heading) using the activity of a population of 144 MSTd
neurons from each configuration of the network mode l. Simulated MSTd neurons from differ-
ent configurations of the network exhibited similar levels of accuracy in these two tasks. The
interquartile range box represents the middle 50% of the values. The line within the box indi-
cates the median. The red data points mark outliers that are 1.5 times bigger than the inter-
quartile range, and the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points that are not
considered outliers. deg, Degrees.
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to a small group of MSTd neurons (B ¼ f16; 36; 64; 100; 144g).
The simulated MSTd neurons were pressured to reduce the
dimensions of the input and find efficient representations that
retained relevant features in the input space. In addition, sparse
coding was encouraged by the synaptic competition induced by
STDP at the synapse level and by feedback inhibition (Finelli et al.,
2008; Chistiakova et al., 2015). Also, the STDP curves in our SNN
model that modulated the MT!MSTd connections evolved to
have stronger LTD than LTP, which led to a pruning effect on
the connection weights by depressing uncorrelated spiking ac-
tivity that led to sparser activity (Feldman, 2000, 2012). Finally,
homeostatic synaptic scaling preserved the relative weight differ-
ences between synapses on the same postsynaptic neuron and
stabilized STDP learning (Carlson et al., 2013).

The biological brain operates under tight metabolic con-
straints and is often pressured to find strategies for accurate in-
formation encoding, which also allows for efficient transfer while
minimizing the energy costs (Krichmar et al., 2019). Sparse cod-
ing is one such strategy that reduces neural activity without sacri-
ficing performance (Graham and Field, 2007). The sparse coding
strategy was demonstrated to be effective in encoding sensory
input and was suggested to be ubiquitous throughout the brain
(Olshausen and Field, 2004). Dimensionality reduction is a strat-
egy to transform high-dimensional and complex information
into a compressed form that is easier to transfer and read out at
subsequent levels of processing. The sparse coding scheme
implemented in Olshausen and Field (2004) used a greater num-
ber of neurons than the dimensions of the input space to repre-
sent the input, suggesting dimensionality expansion. This may
seem contradictory to the dimensionality reduction strategy.
However, Hoyer (2002) combined the two strategies to form
the NSC method, which decomposes multivariate data into
non-negative sparse components. Hoyer (2004) further
showed that explicitly incorporating sparseness constraints
is important for learning non-negative representations that
match the underlying elements of the data. NSC has been
demonstrated to reproduce receptive fields of neurons in the
primary visual cortex by decomposing the activities of ON
and OFF channels in response to natural image patches (Hoyer,
2003). NMF with sparsity constraints implements a form of
NSC, which when applied to MT-like input, resulted in sparse,
parts-based representations of the optic flow resembling the
receptive fields of experimentally observed MSTd neurons
(Beyeler et al., 2016). Outside the visual cortex, NSC was sug-
gested to be used by many other sensory areas in the brain to
encode external stimuli (Beyeler et al., 2019).

The scheme of dimensionality reduction and sparse coding
induced by STDP-H in our SNN model is consistent with NSC.
NSC describes the input data as a superposition of a set of
sparsely activated basis functions and requires the basis func-
tions as well as the activation values to be non-negative
(Hoyer, 2002). The input optic flow patterns resulting from
locomotion, despite their high dimensionality encoded in the
population activity of idealized MT neurons, had some sta-
tistical regularities. For example, Beyeler et al. (2016) showed that
these optic flow patterns could be reconstructed with a linear com-
bination of a set of basis flow fields. These basis flow fields cap-
tured the key features within the data and represented the data in
a lower dimensional space. In the current study, we demonstrated
that STDP-H allowed the spiking neurons to detect and extract
these statistical regularities among the spike trains and developed
representations of the input optic flow fields similar to those
obtained through NSC. Together with the sparse decomposition

model proposed in Beyeler et al. (2016), the SNN model presented
in the present study challenges the prevailing views about the
MST area in macaque cortex, by showing that prominent neuro-
nal responses traditionally attributed to specialized self-
motion templates might instead be a by-product of neurons
performing dimensionality reduction on their inputs. Our work
agrees with the hypothesis that STDP-H may be a biologically
plausible neural mechanism that implements NSC in the brain
(Carlson et al., 2013), and to our knowledge, may be the first com-
putational study to demonstrate the link between the STDP-H
synaptic learning rules and the NSC neural encoding scheme.

Model alternatives
A number of computational models have been proposed to
reproduce the motion selectivity of MSTd neurons. Examples
of these models include a model trained with unsupervised
Hebbian learning (Zhang et al., 1993), the multicause model
that took the form of an autoencoder (Zemel and Sejnowski,
1998), and a two-layer back-propagation network that was
trained in a supervised manner to approximate tuning curves
of MST neurons (Beardsley and Vaina, 1998). Alternatively,
Perrone and Stone (1994) and Perrone and Stone (1998) pro-
posed the template model, which constructed MST units that
each encoded a specific combination of heading and rotation
through combining the input from specifically arranged MT-
like units. By modeling the responses of the MSTd neurons
to a set of novel continuous optic flow stimuli, Mineault et
al. (2012) showed that nonlinear integration, especially com-
pressive integration of MT input led to the complex selectiv-
ity observed in MST neurons. Layton and Browning (2014)
defined MSTd hypercolumns that had receptive fields cen-
tered at different locations of the visual field and possessed
selectivities across a spiral space of motions. Mineault et al.
(2021) showed that a deep neural network trained to predict
self-motion parameters could account for the selectivity of
neurons in the dorsal visual stream.

Here, we used a novel modeling approach of evolving synap-
tic learning rules in an SNN, which posed minimal assumptions
on the selection of model parameters. Selectivity and receptive
fields of the simulated MSTd neurons in our models were emer-
gent properties without hand-crafted templates, which makes
our modeled neurons flexible and generalizing to other complex
tasks. This approach is generalizable and has been used to repli-
cate neural recordings in the retrosplenial cortex (Rounds et al.,
2018) and the medial temporal lobe (Chen et al., 2021).

In summary, we showed that MSTd-like response properties
emerge from an SNN model that was trained with STDP-H and
evolutionary computation, with an objective of reconstructing
the input optic flow fields. Simulated MSTd neurons in this
model formed a sparse population code of the input activity
pattern and encoded perceptual variables important for self-
motion perception. This model demonstrated that STDP-H
reduced the dimensions of input stimuli and allowed spiking
neurons to learn sparse and efficient representations in a
similar way that NSC performs decomposition of complex
input. It suggests a biologically plausible method for how
these and other representations in the brain emerge.
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